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ABSTRACT 

 The goal of this project was to design and build an economic payload delivery system. 

Traditional methods lack the precision desired and modern methods are too expensive. The 

innovation was to use existent technology for guided bombs and create guided payloads. A 

guidance system was created from a GPS, Arduino and servos, while the payload was slowed by 

retarding fins. In the end the guidance system was tested to be accurate within 24 feet, averaging 

18.7 feet over all trials. Additionally, the retarding system slowed the payload to a 11 m/s 

terminal velocity, which may be even slower if more testing was done. There is room for 

additional testing and development, though solid groundwork has been laid.  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BIG IDEA 

 The goal of this project is to design and build an economic payload delivery system. The 

payload would be dropped out of an aerial vehicle and using a guidance system and control 

platforms, be accurately delivered. The payload may include but is not limited to humanitarian 

aid supplies, replacement parts for equipment and snacks.  

 While designing and building this project, I hope to learn a new way of thinking and 

creating. Normally, projects include piecing fully functional components together to create what 

I want. In this case, I will be creating the system from scratch, minus the components like the 

Arduino and servos. This will stretch my capabilities and I will learn how to design from a blank 

slate, similar to how I created my electric motor during first semester. I will learn about flight 

platforms, fins, wings, ailerons (anything that moves an flying object) and how to create them for 

a specific purpose and how to control the payload safely and efficiently. Furthermore, I will learn 

about aerodynamics. Because I am designing the system from scratch, I will learn the physics 

behind objects falling through a fluid in clouding drag force, drag coefficient, air density, 

terminal velocity, torque on falling objects, and how they all come into play in a dropping 

payload system. 

 I got the idea while thinking about drones and their limitations. I believe drones are the 

future of most if not all airborne activities, though at the moment they lack the precision and the 

finesse that a human could provide. Applications such as air dropping packages currently 

requires a crew in the air as well as a crew on the ground to recover the delivered materials. If 

drones could drop packages without requiring the level of finesse only a human can provide, then 
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their breadth of capabilities would be greatly widened. By creating a payload that effectively 

delivers itself, it will allow drones, which inherently lack the finesse, to air drop packages.  

INTRODUCTION 

 Air dropping had a violent beginning when the Austrians used bombs against Venice in 

1849. [1] The payloads (bombs) were attached to balloons and dropped onto the enemy city. 

Since then, air dropping technology has advanced into three main branches: guided, unguided 

and alternative delivery. Guided and unguided payloads refer to objects (mostly bombs) dropped 

from aircraft from high altitude. Often referred to as “smart” and “dumb” bombs, guided and 

unguided ordinances differ in pretty obvious respects. “Smart” bombs (like the BOLT-117) have 

fins or wings and guidance systems like radio or laser to deliver the payload to the target. The 

accuracy of a JDAM is < +/-13 meters. [2] Though using unguided bomb can yield this level of 

accuracy, it is only with a decrease in height and increase in danger that this may be achieve. The 

“rule of thumb” for unguided bomb’s accuracy is +/- (0.003(height dropped from)). [ 3] Using 

control surfaces and input from an on board computer, the object is able to accurately reach the 

target. [4] “Dumb” bombs are dropped from the aircraft and follow a traditional ballistic 

trajectory. 

Figure 1 - Laser Guided BOLT-117 
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 Alternative air drop systems include those processes that we associate with traditional 

package delivery via plane. A package may be ejected from the aircraft at which point a 

parachute delays slowing the decent of the payload. Alternatively, the low altitude parachute 

extraction system (LAPES) deposits the payload while flying only dozens of feet off of the 

ground.[6] The former method method is linearly inaccurate as a function of drop height and the 

LAPES method is risky and nearly impossible for basic drone systems to execute.  

 The airdrop system most closely resembling the one I am designing is the joint precision 

airdrop system (JPAD).[7] It combines the easy deployment of the traditional package delivery 

system with the precision of a LAPES drop by using a guidance system which controls the 

steerable parachute which is deployed upon exiting the aircraft. The onboard flight guidance 

system uses radio communication to communicate back to the aircraft that dropped the package. 

The crew onboard receives the data from the JPAD and can alter the flight path enroute, then 

relays the position to the payload to the ground crew. The system guides itself by its steerable 

parachute canopy that deploys upon exiting the aircraft. It steers by using actuators that provide 

drag on one side of the canopy, thus turning. After reaching a designated location and altitude, a 

secondary parachute, much larger than the steering canopy deploys for the last leg of the journey 

to the ground. The accuracy of these systems are reported to be +/- 50-70 meters. This is a vast 

improvement to the 600+ meters required for a traditional payload drop. (Remember the 

difference between an unguided bomb and a payload drop, a canister that is at the mercy of 

gravity with no way to slow and the payload is designed to deliver items unharmed.) 

 The innovation in my design is taking the best attributes of both systems. Like a “smart” 

bomb, the payload is guided to its target via a guidance system and control platforms. Yet in 
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order to slow its decent once close to the ground, the payload will deploy a retarding turbine (like 

the Mk-82 Snake Eye bomb)[6]. In this fashion the package will slow down to keep the payload 

safe as in the alternative delivery systems.  

PHYSICS 

Drag 

 Drag is friction force between two fluid or a fluid and a solid. In the case of an object 

falling, the air around it is the fluid and the object itself is the solid. Like friction, drag opposes 

motion and decreases the net force on a falling object. The drag coefficient is a quality unique to 

any given shape. The lower the drag coefficient the lower the drag force will be in the system. 

Streamlining an object will decrease its drag coefficient. With a a decrease in drag force, the 

overall net force will be higher and thus fall faster. The drag equation is as follows: 

Where rho is the density of the fluid (we can assume that air is a fluid, but not a liquid) , A is the 

cross-sectional area (the area perpendicular to the direction of the wind), v is velocity and Cd is 

the drag coefficient. Though the force should be modeled as a function of velocity squared for 

turbulent systems, we can assume a linear relationship (as in a laminar system) for easy calculus. 

 This is necessary for us to find out the drag force in order to predict and understand the 

flight characteristics as the payload drops.  
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Fins 

 By looking at the drag force and the center of mass, the falling system may be observed 

by a torque minded lens. A majority of the drag force will come from stabilizing fins at the rear 

of the object as it will break the aerodynamic profile of the payload while the center of mass will 

be towards the leading tip. The distance of the force vector from the center of the object is the 

lever arm distance. Similar to a dipole in an electric field, the torques will naturally orient the 

object to fall where there is no net torque in the system. As it oscillates back and forth, the wind 

will provide a small damping constant unit it finally assumes the ideal orientation. When out of 

alignment, the fins and center of mass will exert a torque on the system until it reaches the lowest 

energy or the righted state.  

 The fins steer the payload by exerting a non-righting torque. The torque generated by the 

air resistance on the fins of the payload create a force acting on the center of drag (the point at 

which the drag through is the system is averaged). The drag force not only acts as a torque 

changing the heading, but it also acts as a lift force. Once the torque equalize from the mg and 

the drag on the fins, the object will track or move through the air instead of simply spinning. By 

understanding the fins and how they work, we can model and design the payload in order to 

increase efficiency and aerodynamics.  

Terminal Velocity 

 Terminal velocity is the maximum velocity at which an object can fall through a fluid. It 

is the result when the drag force equation and the force of gravity acting on the object reach an 
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equilibrium. Because the be Because terminal velocity takes the drag equation into account, the 

terminal velocity directly depends on the drag coefficient on the object; as the drag coefficient 

decreases, the terminal velocity increases. (See Appendix C for derivation). 

Rotational Inertia  

 Rotational inertia comes into play after the retarding fins deploy. The turbine-like fins 

deflect the air flow, changing the momentum of the air. Given the conservation of momentum, 

equal and opposite momentum change will be imparted on the object. Two reactions happen. In 

the vertical direction, a drag is created, slowing the falling object. In the horizontal direction, a 

force in exerted on the turbines, creating a torque, rotating the object as it falls. When observing 

the physics in terms of energy, the kinetic energy is transferred in to rotational energy and heat. 

This spins the object while simultaneously slowing its decent. Knowing the rate at which the 

speed will change and what they new velocity at impact will be. 

DESIGN 

Fins 

 In this design there are two types of fins that are implemented. The first are directional 

fins. These smaller fins attached to a servo which is controlled by an Arduino. The fins will be 

contorted form 3D printed acrylic in order to create the desired shape and to fit onto the servo’s 

gear. The servo will be torqued thus rotating the fin and producing the afore mentioned direction 

change during flight (See PHYSICS; Fins).  
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 The second type of fin are the retarding fins. These will deploy when the payload is a 

certain distance from the ground. The mechanism controlling the release of the retarding fins is a 

servo and lever assembly. The mechanism resembles that of an umbrella, where the handle is the 

shaft protruding form the payload while the canopy of the umbrella are the retarding fins. When 

in the “free fall” position, the mechanism is held shut with a pin in the shaft holding the 

assembly down and keeping a spring form pushing it up.  

Figure 2 - Closed Retarding Fin (Single for Illustration) 

When the specific altitude is reached, the Arduino will trigger the servo to pull the pin, releasing 

the mechanism to open and deploy the fins at which point the payload will begin the slow, spin 

and stabilize (See PHYSICS;Rotational Inertia). 

Figure 3 - Deployed Retarding Fin (Single for Illustration) 
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Electronics  

 The electronics on board comprise of an Arduino, battery, five servos and a GPS unit. 

The battery provides power to the Arduino and in turn the other devices have power. Four servos 

are used in order to control each of the four directional fins, while the remaining servo is an 

internal component used to remove the pin and release the retarding fin mechanism. The Arduino 

will received the payloads current GPS coordinates and compare them with the target 

coordinates. The Arduino will then use a “trial and error” method of navigation whereby the 

Arduino will randomly choose a direction in which to aim the payload. If this direction closes the 

gap between the target destination and the current location, then the heading is maintained, 

whereas if the gap is getting larger, the Arduino flips the direction. This happened in both the X 

and Y axis. The Arduino uses the GPS’s altimeter to trigger the retarding fin mechanism.  

Materials 

 High torque micro servos were chosen to keep the weight down while maintaining the 

torque necessary to rotate the fins under load. The body will be made of whatever the payload 

consists of as well as a foam board shell to maintain aerodynamics. The retarding fin assembly 

containing the electronics will be constructed by 3D printed acrylic and the boom on which the 

assembly slides will be one inch PVC pipe. Though the rear assemble will be heavy, as long as 

the payload exceeds  its weight, the payload will remain in stable flight (See PHYSICS; Drag). 
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RESULTS 

Accuracy  

 To test accuracy, a two dimensional test on the ground was conducted in order to 

understand better the sensitivity of the system. After some experimentation, it was determined 

that an intelligent range to test sensitivity would be from 8-24 feet.Mostly anything over 24 feet 

was register to be a change and anything inside of a stride was not registered. In 8 foot intervals 

and in random directions, the guidance system including GPS, Arduino and servos. The GPS did 

not seem to be sensitive to change until a certain threshold was broken. This test helps us better 

understand the theoretical accuracy of the payload system.  

Table 1:  

 This table shows the different distances at which the GPS registers a change in position 

and adjusts the servos accordingly.  

 With 6 trials, the average distance from the target at which the system registered a change 

and responded was 18.7 feet. The final trial register a change at the closest distance tested. 

Though this may seem like a win for the accuracy of the system, this is most likely due to the 

Trial Distance at which change is registered

1 24

2 16

3 16

4 24

5 24

6 8

Average 18.6666666666667
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fact the GPS chip was temporarily disconnected between trials 5 and 6. This would cause the 

GPS to reboot and find the position again. The GPS unit is accurate but the refresh accuracy was 

the intent for the test. The time would be something to test in the future. Though the accuracy is 

important, a most insightful measurement would be accuracy vs. time. This would better predict 

the accuracy of the payload.  

Drop Test 

 The drop test was used to test the terminal velocity of the payload once the retarding fins 

are deployed. By observation, we can assume the the payload came close enough to its terminal 

velocity in its 35 foot drop to accurately understand the speed at which the payload will impact 

the ground. The payload was dropped and a high speed camera was used to record the distance 

traveled over the different frame of which there are 120 per second.  

 Over the course of .125 seconds (16 frames) the payload traveled 4.5 feet. This yields an 

average velocity of 36 ft/s or 10.97 m/s. This is a respectable velocity to impact the ground. 

Thought the prototyped wooden fins broke on impact, the PVC capsule sustained no significant 

damage. This system is meant to be disposable so as long as the intended payload can survive a 

25 mph landing, the system works as intended. Additionally, though the payload reached 

terminal velocity, it would most likely slow down significantly more as time went on due to the 

kinetic energy being transferred to rotational energy. The payload was barely rotating as it hit the 

ground. If more time elapsed between release and impact, more energy would have been 

converted and the total speed reduced.  
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ISSUES 

 Many issues arose while creating the payload system. In order to explain some of the 

methods of the design and to that future engineers do not waste time over the same issues, I have 

outlined the major issues and set backs as well as work-around and suggested changes.  

Servo Control 

 The first servos I used caused many problems. After a week of coding and trying to get 

them to work I discovered they were continuous servos. This means they act more like a motor 

with a variable speed. So instead of being set to an angle, the servo was set to a speed. This made 

resetting the servos almost impossible. They were inaccurate and after going back and forth for a 

minute the default angle was off by about 15 degrees even after lots of tweaking.  

 The fix was very easy. Just use proper, traditional servos! The Arduino servo library is 

much more compatible with these servos and it does use the potentiometer which makes a servo 

not just a motor. Also be sure to have a long enough delay in the code in order to let the servo 

reach its final position.  

Servos and GPS 

 When I added the servo code to the GPS code, the servos spotted working. Well, in 

reality they started working too much. There was a massive twitching that wouldn't stop until the 

servos were detached either physically or in the code (myServo.detach();). This was due to a 

serial problem. The board wanted to read in a serial input from the GPS while giving a serial 

output to the servos.  
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 I’m still not sure why it did not work, but the thing the ended up working was to start the 

serial reading for GPS data, collect and store the data, end the serial reading, attach servos, move 

servos, detach servos, then start serial reading. This was very inefficient and required the whole 

code to pause for the time the servos needed to move and therefore took significantly fewer GPS 

readings and which of period of one reading per 4.5 seconds.  

 In the future I would try to figure out the bug with the Arduino or use a different micro 

controller all together. This would speed up the refresh rate and make the code more elegant.  

NEXT STEP 

  At this point the two parts work: the prototype for the retarding mechanism works and 

the electronics work. The next step would be to integrate both systems. This step would require a 

great deal of CAD work which would eventually be used to create 3D printed parts. These parts 

would include the retarding assembly (fins and joints), directional fins and servo mounts. After 

these parts have been printed, assembly and a test would be in order.  

 For the most part that is all the steps until the system can be dropped, but there are some 

problems I foresee and would like to address for anyone continuing my project. The biggest 

problem I assume will arise is from an uncontrolled descent orientation. In the code, the servos 

work to aim the noise of the payload towards the target location. Yet if the payload were 

spinning, the fins would only serve to move the payload in a spiral. Some sort of stabilization 

would need to be used in order for the fins to function effectively.  
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CONCLUSION 

 The final products worked as intended. The guidance system was accurate in every trail 

within 24 feet or less and the retarding fins slowed the descent of the payload dot a comfortable 

11 m/s. Though I did not test the two systems together, much progress has been made towards 

the final goal of designing and building an economic payload delivery system. After spending 5 

months on the project I believe that it is possible and furthermore practical for this type of 

system to exist.  
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APPENDIX A (Photos) 

 

Figure 2, 3, 4, 5 - Diagrams (With sizes) 
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APPENDIX B (Code) 

#include <SoftwareSerial.h> 
#include <Servo.h> 

SoftwareSerial gpsSerial(6, 13); // RX, TX (TX not used) 
const int sentenceSize = 80; 
const double XCOORDFINAL = 3727.2250; 
const double YCOORDFINAL = 12211.4850; 
Servo servoMotor1; 
Servo servoMotor2; 
Servo servoMotor3; 
Servo servoMotor4; 
int servoPin1 = 9; 
int servoPin2 = 10; 
int servoPin3 = 11; 
int servoPin4 = 12; 

char sentence[sentenceSize]; 

void setup() 
{  
  Serial.begin(9600); 
  gpsSerial.begin(9600); 
} 

void loop() 
{ 
  static int i = 0; 
  if (gpsSerial.available()) 
  { 
    char ch = gpsSerial.read(); 
    if (ch != '\n' && i < sentenceSize) 
    { 
      sentence[i] = ch; 
      i++; 
    } 
    else 
    { 
     sentence[i] = '\0'; 
     i = 0; 
     displayGPS(); 
    } 
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  } 
} 

void displayGPS() 
{ 
  char field[20]; 
  getField(field, 0); 
  String latit; 
  String longit; 
  String temp; 
  if (strcmp(field, "$GPRMC") == 0) 
  { 
    getField(field, 3);  // number 
    latit = field; 
    double xYo = stringToDouble(field); 
    getField(field, 4); // N/S 
    temp = field; 
    if (temp.equals("S")) 
    { 
      Serial.print("-"); 
    } 
     
    Serial.print(latit + ", "); 
     
    getField(field, 5);  // number 
    longit = field; 
    double yYo = stringToDouble(field); 
    getField(field, 6);  // E/W 
    temp = field; 
    if (temp.equals("W")) 
    { 
      Serial.print("-"); 
    } 
    Serial.println(longit); 

    servoActivate(xYo,yYo); 
  } 
} 

double stringToDouble(char* field) 
{ 
  String tempString(field); 
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  double tempDouble = tempString.toInt(); 
  return tempDouble; 
} 
void getField(char* buffer, int index) 
{ 
  int sentencePos = 0; 
  int fieldPos = 0; 
  int commaCount = 0; 
  while (sentencePos < sentenceSize) 
  { 
    if (sentence[sentencePos] == ',') 
    { 
      commaCount ++; 
      sentencePos ++; 
    } 
    if (commaCount == index) 
    { 
      buffer[fieldPos] = sentence[sentencePos]; 
      fieldPos ++; 
    } 
    sentencePos ++; 
  } 
  buffer[fieldPos] = '\0'; 
}  

void servoActivate(double xIn, double yIn) 
{ 
  double changeX = XCOORDFINAL - xIn; 
  double changeY = YCOORDFINAL - yIn; 

  changeX *= 100000000; 
  changeY *= 100000000; 

  Serial.end(); 
  gpsSerial.end(); 
   
  servoSetup(); 
   
  if(changeX < 0) 
  { 
    if(changeY < 0) 
    { 
      servoLeft(); 
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      servoUp(); 
    } 
    else 
    { 
      servoRight(); 
      servoUp(); 
    } 
  } 
  else 
  { 
    if(changeY < 0) 
    { 
      servoLeft(); 
      servoDown(); 
    } 
    else 
    { 
      servoRight(); 
      servoDown(); 
    } 
     
  } 
  servoKill(); 

  Serial.begin(9600); 
  gpsSerial.begin(9600); 
   
} 

void servoSetup() 
{ 
  servoMotor1.attach(servoPin1); 
  servoMotor2.attach(servoPin2); 
  servoMotor3.attach(servoPin3); 
  servoMotor4.attach(servoPin4); 
   
  servoMotor1.write(90); 
  delay(1500); 
  servoMotor2.write(90); 
  delay(1500); 
  servoMotor3.write(90); 
  delay(1500); 
  servoMotor4.write(90); 
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  delay(1500); 
  
} 

void servoLeft() 
{ 
  servoMotor1.write(120); 
  delay(1000); 
} 

void servoRight() 
{ 
  servoMotor2.write(60); 
  delay(1000); 
} 

void servoUp() 
{ 
  servoMotor3.write(120); 
  delay(1000); 
} 

void servoDown() 
{ 
  servoMotor4.write(60); 
  delay(1000); 
} 

void servoKill() 
{ 
  servoMotor1.detach(); 
  servoMotor2.detach(); 
  servoMotor3.detach(); 
  servoMotor4.detach(); 
} 


